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An experiment on campus supporting system for students with disabilities
in higher education : Effects of economic control on note−taking
Koji HIKAMI, Hiroshi ONO, Kenji OKUDA and Shigeo KOBAYASHI
Abstract
Our last study (Ono et al., 2004) showed that some universities or colleges had campus−supporting
systems for students with disabilities, and one of the systems was a reward system in which supporters to
students with disabilities were paid some money for their help. The system was seemed to have positive
effects, such as motivating supporters, and increasing responsibility of them etc., and also have negative
effects, such as, decreasing intrinsic motivation of supporters, etc. So both of the effects of the reward
system were studied by trial implementation of the system to supporters. Fourteen supporters
participated with the implementation, and the total number of supporting time was 294 hours (210 hours
for direct supporting, note−taking, and 84 hours for coordination between supporters and users). After
the implementation, a questionnaire was carried out to participants. Statistical analysis of their responses
to the questionnaire showed some positive effects, and no negative one, and could conclude that the
system worked effectively.
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Ａ ０ ４ ４ ￥ ２，９２０
Ｂ ０ １４ １４ ￥１０，２２０
Ｃ ０ １２ １２ ￥ ８，７６０
Ｄ ０ １２ １２ ￥ ８，７６０
Ｅ ２２ １４ ３６ ￥２６，２８０
Ｆ ２０ ４ ２４ ￥１７，５２０
Ｇ ４０ １２ ５２ ￥３７，９６０
Ｈ ３４ １２ ４６ ￥３３，５８０
Ｉ １４ ０ １４ ￥１０，２２０
Ｊ ２０ ０ ２０ ￥１４，６００
Ｋ ６ ０ ６ ￥ ４，３８０
Ｌ ２６ ０ ２６ ￥１８，９８０
Ｍ ２４ ０ ２４ ￥１７，５２０
Ｎ ４ ０ ４ ￥ ２，９２０
計 ２１０ ８４ ２９４ ￥２１４，６２０
日
時限 月 火 水 木 金 土
１ (GN) X : φZ : I (L) (LJ) (GL)
２ (I) (LN) (GL) (LJ) Z : M(IL)
３ (I) (IG) (ILM) X : L Z : F,X : φY : HG(L)
４ (KNF) Z : G(MF) Z : J(I) Z : K (L) (F)



































































































































































































































































２）白澤麻弓・徳田克己（２００２） 講義保障について 斎藤佐和（監修） 聴覚障害学生サポートガイドブック－ともに





５）Skinner, B. F. (1953). Science and human behavior. Macmillan, NY.
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